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CHAIR CARROLL:

(Gavel).

This meeting of Committee of the

15

Whole of September 15, 2003 will come to order.

16

Good morning, Members.

17

have Members Mateo, Nishiki, Pontanilla, and

18

Tavares.

19

Molina, who we hope can join us later.

20

With us this morning, we

Excused are Kane, Hokafua, Johnson, and

Members, we have three items on the agenda

21

this morning.

Before we begin any of them, I am

22

going to accept public testimony.

23

person signed up for public testimony.

24

Munekiyo, you should come forward.

25

know already you have three minutes with an

We have one
Michael

I am sure you
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4

additional minute or three more.
• . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

2

3

MR. MUNEKIYO:

Thank your Mr. Chair r Members of the
My name is Mike Munekiyo.

I~m

4

Committee.

here this

5

afternoon as a member of the board and member of the

6

properties committee for the Boy Scouts of America

7

Maui County Council.

8

been working with the Development Services

9

Administration for a number of years now -- or for a

The properties committee has

10

couple of years in obtaining -- or discussing the

11

possibility of an easement along Kahekili HighwaYr

12

and more specifically at the Makamakaole bridge

13

gulch r Makamakaole Gulch bridge crossing.

14

And just to give you some background r Chair

15

and Committee Members r Camp Maluhia for many years

16

was serviced by surface water from streams or

17

drainage ways in the vicinity.

18

drinking water standards were tightened up quite a

19

bit and that made it impossible for us to continue

20

using surface water source without treatment r and so

21

the alternative to that was to haul in water via

22

water tanks r which we did for a number of years r but

23

when the Kahakuloa Agriculture Park subdivision was

24

proposed we thought that would be an opportunity

.25

A few years ago

perhaps to get a more reliable and perhaps more cost
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5

effective source of water for camp.

2

We did approach the developers and they were

3

willing to allow us to tie into their private water

4

system.

5

in place from the Kahakuloa subdivision up to our

6

23,000 gallon storage tank at camp.

7

that line that crosses Makamakaole Gulch, however,

8

is still laid on the ground across the stream, and

9

so of course that creates quite an exposure if

10

there's a fairly large storm that comes about.

11

what we're asking the Committee to,do -- to do today

12

is to recommend the authorizing of the grant of

13

easements so that we can place that waterline on the

14

bridge, and what effectively would hippen is we

15

would attach to the bridge a four-inch sleeve and.

16

place through that sleeve the two-inch polyethylene

17

waterline so that we can have the water source in a

18

more reliable

19

more reliable state.

20

Today we do have that private water system

-~

The part of

And

or water transmission system in a

And so with that, Mr. Chair, we respectfully

21

request that the Committee recommend approval of the

22

resolution.

23

in time, we do have in the audience Mr. Robert

24

Fawcett, who is our scout executive, and Mr. Arnold

25

Wonder, who is our Council volunteer as well.

If there are questions at a later point
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1

this point, of course, we'll be happy to answer any

2.

questions you may have.

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

And before I ask, let the

4

record note that all members of the Council are

5

present.

6

Any questions?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla.

Thank you, Chair.

Mike, as far as the waterline, except for the

7

8

bridge area, will the rest of the waterline be

9

underground or laid underground?

10

MR. MUNEKIYO:

A portion of it will remain above ground.

11

As it approaches the bridge, it would be buried, and

12

of course then it passes through the sleeve.

13

once it passes through the sleeve, it will be

14

again be buried again.

15

it stays above ground once it hits campgrounds and

16

it gets into a buried conditiDn again.

17
18

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

And

For a short segment I think

So anything in the road

right-of-way, then, will be buried?
MR. MUNEKIYO:

Yes.
.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

20

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

Okay, thank you.

Any further questions?

And if not,

23

Mr. Munekiyo will be available when we go into the

24

agenda item if the members do have further

25

questions.

RALPH

Is there anyone else wish to give

ROSENBE~G

(808)
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1

testimony at this time?

2

objections, public testimony will be closed.

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

5

COW-13

7

9

No objections.
Public testimony is now closed.

GRANTING OF A NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT ON
COUNTY OF MAUl REAL PROPERTY TO MAUl 'COUNTY
COUNCIL OF THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA LIMITED,
FOR PRIVATE WATERLINE PURPOSES (Wailuku)
(C.C. No. 03-17S)

6

S

Hearing none, if there's no

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, first item on our agenda,

Granting a Non-exclusive Easement on County of Maui

10

Real Property to Maui County Council of the Boy

11

Scouts of America Limited, for Private Waterline

12

Purposes.

13
14

15
16

17
IS

Committee of the Whole Item 13.

Mr. Agaran, would you care to make any
opening comments?
MR . COLOMA - AGARAN' :

Thank you, Mr. Cha i r .

I be I i eve

Mr. Munekiyo summarized the issue here.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Corporation Counsel, do you

have any comment at this time?

19

MS. YOUNG:

We have no comments at this time.

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Members, the floor is open.
Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Hokama.
Maybe

22

Mr. Munekiyo can help us with some of my questions.

23

So on his way down --

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Munekiyo, could you please come down.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

-- let me ask the first one.
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1

there's no -- with no objection, Chairman, if you

2

would ask Mr. Munekiyo, please.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

~

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

No objection.
Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Munekiyo, this private water

7

system that we're being asked to grant an easement,

8

that is owned and maintained by the Boy Scouts Maui

9

County Council?

10

MR. MUNEKIYO:

That is correct.

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Would you know if they report water

12

usage to either the Water Department or to the State

13

Water Commission?

14

MR. MUNEKIYO:

I think operationally what occurs now is we

15

receive billings, monthly billings, from the -- I

16

guess it's Kahakuloa Acres Water Company, which is a

17

water company which operates that private system,

18

and we pay our bills based on usage.

19

that, however, we make no reports to the Water

20

Department or the Commission.

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And beyond

Okay, and thank you for sharing

22

that.

So you purchase your service through

23

Kahakuloa as a private agreement between the Boy

24

Scouts Maui County Council and that private provider

25

of water?
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1

MR. MUNEKIYO:

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

3

Would you know if they're a

recognized public utility for that specific area?

4

MR. MUNEKIYO:

5

Member.

6

Yes r right.

I can't answer that question r Council
I'm not sure.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

I just was wondering, since

7

we all have a concern of -- or a higher concern of

8

water lately, and I just thought it would be

9

interesting if usages such as this are reported r

10

since we've been informed that not all private users

11

of water from the West Maui Mountains report their

12

gallonage.

13

MR. MUNEKIYO:

I can add --

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Can you tell us about how much the

15

Boy Scouts use -- you know r I mean, without being so

16

specific, but, well, we average 100,000 gallons a

17

day or whatever it be?

18

MR. MUNEKIYO:

It kind ofvaries r and I'll tell you that

19

as an example we have a 23,OOO-gallon storage tank

20

on site and we've averaged in the past three tanker

21

trucks -- I think 20,000 gallons, is it, Robert?

22

MR. FAWCETT:

23

MR. MUNEKIYO:

During heavy uses.
Yeah r during heavy uses r you know r peak

24

hours dur_ipg camp, summer camp, for example, we --

25

it gets pretty highr but then it tapers down'
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1

significantly once camp is over.

2

a spike mid-summer and tapers off for the rest of

3

the year.

4

consumption amount is.

5

We're not sure what the average

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

6

You would call it best described as

minimalr then r usage?

7

MR. MUNEKIYO:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I would say minimalr yes r right.
OkaYr thank your Mr. Munekiyo.

Thank you.

9

10

So there really is

CHAIR CARROLL:

Now r Members r in -- thank your Mike.

Members r in the audience too we do have

11

12

Robert Fawcett r the Executive Director r Maui County

13

Council of Boy Scouts of America Limited r if there

14

are any questions for him.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

I didn't have any questions of

16

himr but perhaps Public Works would know this.

17

there any - - because this is obviously in a - -' part

18

of a subdivision and this line will -- I'm gathering

19

is going to now be buried.

20

the 'whole thing r is they don't want it above ground

21

anymore.

22

this line?

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

MR.

25

Are

That's the purpose for

So will the Boy Scouts be the only user of

Mr. Agaran.

COLOMA~AGARAN:

I would assume that this would be

dedicated to them from the private water system.
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11

CHAIR CARROLL:

And let it be noted that Mr. Robert

2

Fawcett has indicated that they will be the only

3

user.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

They're the only user r okay.

Wellr the only -- the holders of the

6

easement are the only ones that will be legally

7

allowed to use itr so I think Boy Scouts are the

8

only ones named in this easement r right?

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

to them.

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

Okay.

All right.

So this would extend only

Thank you very much.

Anything further before the Chair gives

12

his . recommendation?

13

motion to adopt the revised proposed resolution

14

authorizing the granting of a non-exclusive easement

15

on County of Maui real property to Maui County

16

Council of the Boy Scouts of America Limited for

17

private waterline purposes.

18

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21

So moved.

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Second.

Been moved by Mr. Kane and seconded by

Ms. Johnson.

22

The Chair would entertain a

Discussion r Mr. Kane?
No further discussion.

Any further discussion?

Hearing none --

Mr. Chair.
-- all in favor of the motion
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3
4

12

VICE-CHAIR KANE:
well?

Mr. Chair, are we looking at filing as

Can we get Corporation Counsel

CHAIR CARROLL:

Yes, could -- if there's no objection

could we incorporate filing into the motion?

5

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

No objections.
The motion, then, is to approve and file.

7

Any further discussion?

8

motion, signify by saying "aye."

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed?
Chair Carroll, Vice-Chair Kane,
Councilmembers Hokama, Johnson,
Mateo, Molina, Nishiki, Pontanilla,
and Tavares.
None.
None.
None.
None.

12

14

All those in favor of the

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

10

13

l

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

15
MOTION CARRIED.
16

ADOPT REVISED RESOLUTION AND FILE
COMMUNIC.A,TION.

ACTION:
17

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

Motion carried.

Thank you.

Moving right along, we need

19

I'm going to

20

call a very short recess over here while we bring

21

some people down.

22

RECESS:

23

RECONVENE:

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

Short recess.

(Gavel) .

1: 43 p.m.
1: 45 p.m.

(Gavel).

Committee of the Whole meeting

of September 15, 2003 is now back in session.
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USE OF COUNTY VEHICLES AS IT RELATES TO THE
COST OF GOVERNMENT COMMISSION'S REPORT (MISC.)

2

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, before you we have Committee of

4

the Whole Item 14, Use of Government -- Use of

5

County Vehicles as it relates to the Cost of

6

Government Commission's report.

7

of documents have been routed to the members, and

8

there are certain key documents in your binder.

9

response dated August 20th from the Mayor to

Note that a number

A

10

questions posed by the Chair, the inventory of

11

County vehicles transmitted by the Director of

12

Finance on August 22nd, and the Fire

13

Administration's vehicle use policy dated August

14

6th, 2001 transmitted by the Mayor on September 2nd.

15

ay the way of background, since the current

16

Administration has not adopted its own County

17

vehicle use policy, it appears that the August 6,

18

2001 policy adopted by the prior Administration is

19

still in place.

20

requirements of the county vehicles with,respect to

21

usage, assignments, and enforcement . . With respect

22

to usage, the policy provides as follows:

23

of a County vehicle requires the approval of the

24

responsible Department Director and the Mayor.

25

County usage is rest,ricted solely for the purpose of

That policy defines the
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1

carrying out an authorized public duty or

2

responsibility, whereby the use of the County

3

vehicle is deemed essential.

4

response or on-call duties to effect the efficient

5

and effective performance of service to the public.

6

It is the responsibility of the Director of each

7

department to determine on an annual basis the

8

appropriate and necessary usage for his or her

9

respective departments in compliance with the

For example, emergency

10

governing policies.

11

by the Mayor and/or the Managing Director, the

12

Director will use reasonable judgment and discretion

13

to determine the appropriate usage necessary in

14

order to effectively best meet his agency's

15

objections.

16

With the final approval granted

We have before us this morning a panel that

17

we hope can clarify all the members' concerns.

18

have Jack Crow, Chair of the Cost of Government

19

Commission; Ken Taira, First Deputy to the Managing

20

Director; Gilbert Agaran, Director of Public Works

21

and Environmental Management; Herman Andaya,

22

Director of Housing and Human Concerns -- excuse

23

me -- Lynn Krieg, Director of Personnel Services;

24

Gary Gates, Risk Manager, Department of Finance;

25

Stanley Zitnik, Workers' Compensation Safety
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Specialist, Department of Finance; and Mr. Keith

2

Regan is also with us today.

3

Corporation Counsel Greg Garneau and Traci Fujita.

4

I'm going to ask the panel, since they have

5

reviewed the materials that we have today, if they

6

would like to make an opening comment, and then

7

we'll open the item to the members on the floor.

8

And we'd like to start off with Mr. Crow.

9

me, each one of you, as it becomes your turn, please

10
11

r

15

We also have with us

Excuse

announce your name at the beginning for the record.
MR. CROW:

Jack Crow, I'm Chairperson of the Cost of

12

Government Commission.

13

receive a copy of all the documents that were

14

referred to.

15

started about five years ago to find out what the

16

County policy was on the use of County vehicles, and

17

it's been continuing.

18

many vehicles the County had, and the Commission

19

member who has been looking at -- doing the

20

investigation for our Commission is off island,

21

unfortunately, Sara Thompson, but she had a number

22

,of concerns based on what -- her investigations

23

about the use of County vehicles.

24
25

Unfortunately, I did not

However, to bring background, this all

First they did find out how

I think the prime concern from the long
running cost item on the Cost of Government
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1

Commission is the personal use of County vehicles/

2

that it is the County Code it's against the

3

use County vehicles for personal use/ and there

4

appear to be still incidents of people using the

5

County vehicles for personal use/ and that certainly

6

needs to be clarified/ because there's a big

7

potential liability problem.

8

dropping your child off at school/ if there's an

9

accident/ you know/ potentially it's a major

10

la~

to

A simple thing like

problem.
Also/ Sara was questioning the number of

11
12

vehicles that were assigned to employees.

In

13

particular/ she noticed -- noted that the Department

14

of Public Works has 40 take-home vehicles.

15

of them are assigned to supervisory employees who

16

have very little actual callout incidents.

17

month they ran from zero to two.

18

questioning whether this was a good use of County

19

vehicles.

20

on at this time.

A number

Per

She was

(

21
22

23
24
25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Those are the major items I could comment

~

Thank you.

Next/ if you could please

identify yourself.
MR. TAIRA:'

Good afternoon.

My name is Ken Taira.

I'm

the -VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Excuse me/ you need to use the mike.
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17

CHAIR CARROLL:

We have to use the microphone for the --

so it's recorded.
MR. TAIRA:

My name is Ken Taira.

4

Managing Director.

5

MD.

I'm representing the

I'm the first assistant to the

At this time I have no comment.

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thanks.

7

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Mr. Agaran.

Testing, testing.

Just quickly, and

8

I'll probably be open to answering some questions

9

from the Committee afterwards, is we -- within the

10

department there have been policies that have been

11

in place over the years regarding the use of County

12

vehicles, and specifically there have been examples

13

given 'where you would be able to use a County

14

vehicle for certain limited purposes.

15

example that Mr. Crow mentioned, dropping off your

16

child at school, is specifically mentioned in a

17

number of the documents within our department.

18

going back to I think as far back as Mayor Hannibal

19

Tavares' time.

I think the

I'm

20

The current policy that's in place from 2001,

21

the department did raise some questions at that time

22

again regarding just a statement on the personal use

23

of a County vehicle being prohibited.

24

department did raise the question about dropping off

25

children on the way to work.

Secondly, we -- there
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1

was also mention that there is limited instances

2

where non-County

3

Examples include public safety personnel sometimes

4

use County vehicles to transport Workline crews if

5

the -- if correctional

6

for work on our highways'.

7

our vehicles might be used to transport those

8

prisoners.

9

employe~s

do use County vehicles.

if inmates are being used
Often at times· some of

Animal. control officers may also use our
,

Individuals in the operator training

10

vehicles.

11

program drive with a temporary license.

12

Occasionally temporarily elections personnel have

13

used County vehicles probably to get to certain

14

polling places.

15

of meetings valet parking attendants would also

16

drive a County vehicle for a short period.

17

vehicles are also driven by non-County mechanics for

18

warranty repairs by a dealer.

19

our more remote areas there are times -- there's --

20

there's statements in the policy now that -- that

21

bar transporting non-County employees! and of course

22

in some of the rural areas it has occurred that our

23

Highways Division personnel will pick up strangers

24

who are in distress because of vehicle breakdowns or

25

accidents! and we will transport those people to the

Probably the

for certain kinds

County

Finally! in some of

,
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1

nearest phone or to a nearby residence, and

2

technically I believe that's also violation of the

3

policy.
.With that, I'll pass it on and I'll take any

4
5

questions later.

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

MR. ANDAYA:

Thank you.

Herman Andaya.

Next?
I'm the Deputy Director for

8

Department of Housing Human Concerns.

I'm here in

9

place of Alice Lee, Director Alice Lee, who is on

10

Oahu attending the Lieutenant Governor's Drug

11

Summit.

12

types of uses, custodian assignment, which allows

13

the employee to take home the vehicle, and the other

14

is the casual user.

15

department are used by casual users, which means

16

that they can't take their -- can't take their

17

vehicles home.

18

these vehicles through a log which the driver must

19

sign out for the vehicle and record the purpose,

20

time, and mileage of the trip.

21

vehicles are not used

22

vehicles are not used for personal reasons.

23

The vehicle policy makes reference to two

Most of the vehicles used in my

Our division maintain control of

And so these

we try to control that the

When -: when I first read the policy, I

24

saw -- I thought vehicle use meant where the

25

employee drives the vehicle, but it just dawned on
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1

me that some of the vehicles that we use, especially

2

Kaunoa Senior Services, they use it to drive seniors

3

to medical appointments. or, you know, things where

4

they need to be driven to.

5

this falls under the vehicle policy.

6

these are the instances in which we use our .

7

vehicles.

8
9

MS. KRIEG:

Good afternoon.

of Personnel Services.

And so I'm not sure if
But anyway,

I am Lynn Krieg, the Director
Basically I have no comment

I'm here to answer some -- or whatever

10

so far.

11

questions you have, although after reading some of

12

the documents that I have before me today, I did

13

notice there was something about maybe the

14

departments should each prepare a vehicle policy per

15

department, and I think you may have to go on a

16

double track where we may need a Countywide policy

17

to -- to address instances or examples of things

18

that are the same for all departments.

19

of the examples of things that Gil mentioned may

20

apply to all departments in general, whereas some of

21

the things like Kaunoa Senior Services, where

22

there's program, specific.

23

program specifically addressing transportation, and

Because some

Senior Services has a

I

24

that may be a departmental or even a division
I

25

program specific;: kind of policy that you may want to
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2

21

develop.
MR. GATES:

Good afternoon.

My name is Gary Gates, Risk

3 \

Manager.

4

time, but I'll be happy to address any questions.

5

Thank you.

6

MR. ZITNIK:

I don't have any specific comment at this

I'm the Loss Control Specialist for the Risk

7

Management Division within the Finance Department.

8

I don't have any comments at this time, but L'm

9

happy to answer any questions I'm able to.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Before I open it up to the

11

panel, Mr. Regan, would you care to make any comment

12

before I open up the discussion for the members?

13

MR. REGAN:

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.

Keith Regan,

14

Director of Finance for the County of Maui.

15

you for putting this together.

16

not know, the Department of Finance is tasked with

17

keeping an inventory of the vehicles here within the

18

County of Maui, and we've been doing that fairly

19

well over the past I guess year -- couple years or

20

however long they've been keeping the list.

21

in fact have a policy, a vehicle policy within the

22

Department of Finance.

23

what has been passed down from the

24

Administrations.

25

Thank

As you mayor may

We do

It is basically based on
prio~

Our Risk Management team has put together
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1

a -- basically compiled all the policies so that it

2

was easier for our department to understand what

3

they needed to do.

4

with Lynn Krieg in terms of what she said earlier r

5

that there needs to be a Countywide policYr an

6

umbrella policYr and then the departments can work

7

off of that policy to either add various thingsr

8

like -- such as bulldozers and other types of

9

equipment that could be added into that r whereas

SOr you know r I do also agree

10

other departments may not have that type of

11

equipment.

12

questions you may have todaYr Mr. Chair.

So -- but I am here as a resource to any

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

14

members.

15

Mr. Molina.

16

Thank you.

Thank you.

I'll turn the time to the

Members, questions for our panelists?

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank your Mr. Chairman.

A

17

question for Mr. ,Regan.

18

the

19

Works and the Cost of Government Commission found

20

that there were 40 vehicles assigned and some of

21

these individuals had maybe anything from zero to

·22

f~asibility

of

Have you folks looked into

for example r you had Public

two call-outs r has the -- I mean for you as the

23

Finance Director r has the

have you given

24

consideration to the subject of having County

25

employees use their own cars and get reimbursed for
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1

gasoline mileage, instead of having a vehicle

2

assigned to people who have -- or supervisors who

3

have very low call-outs or usage of their cars?, Has

4

that come across to you?

5

MR. REGAN:

Mr. Chair, if I may.

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

MR. REGAN:

Mr. Regan.

ActualJ.y, to be honest with you/ Councilman

8

Molina, I have pot been involved in any discussions

9

pertaining

t~

that subj ect .

I think it's def,ini tely

10

something we may want to explore.

11

our Risk Manager here today and our loss control

12

specialist, so they may be able to shed some light

13

in terms of the liability that we may open ourselves

14

up to/ and I'm sure they can address ,that if you

15

want them to/ but I have not been involved in any

16

conversations related to that subject, so ...

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

Again, we have

Okay, thank you/ Mr. Regan.

Chairman, if I could get comments from

19

Mr. Gates.

20

of that, if you could give comment on that.

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

MR. GATES:

I guess the advantages and disadvantages

Mr. Gates, proceed.

Councilman Molina, I'm not personally aware of

23

any discussions that have taken place regarding that

24

point.

25

That is something that we have considered, at least

It's a good point.

It deserves exploration.
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1

since I've been Risk Manager in terms of the

2

trade-off between how many call-outs there are for

3

county vehicles as opposed to using a personal

4

vehicle for County use I think is an area to

5

explore.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

question for Ken Taira.

I have a

I'm looking at an August

10

6th, 2001 memorandum from the last Administration of

11

Grant Chun to all department heads, excluding

12

Department of Water Supply.

13

County of Maui vehicle policy, and I think what

14

Director Regan had mentioned in regards to a County

15

policy, you know, I' see here some documentation in

16

regards to

17

to the use of County vehicles.

18

status of this thing?

19

using it?

20

hearing from each of the speakers here do have a

21

policy of their own.

22

good start in regards to creating a policy for the

23

County of Maui and

24

and looking at the other department -- the various

25

department concerns, maybe you can come up with a

th~

In here the subject is

to creating a County policy in regards
Do you know the

Was it approved or are we

Evidently each department, you know,

You know, I think this is a

you know, by reviewing these
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1

real good Countywide policy in regards to

2

utilization of County vehicles.

3

MR. TAIRA:

Councilmember Pontanilla, the August 6, 2001

4

memorandum that was issued by the then Managing

5

Director Grant Chun is the current County policy.

6

It gives the enforcement of this policy to each

7

department, head in terms of how to enforce it, but

8

this is the basic document that's in -- that's

9

enforced now.

We haven't had a chance to review it

10

to see if we can change it or improve it, but this

11

is the policy.

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay, thank you.

I guess,

13

Mr. Chair, you know, the concerns that Member Molina

14

had previously asked the panel, some of those

15

concerns can be added to this policy in regards to

16

who does take home vehicles, who is essential

17

employees that need to take home vehicles, and, you

18

know, what are the rules maybe can be added to this

19

existing policy.

20

department need to sit down with whoever is in

21

charge with this County policy in going over, you

22

know, each department's requirements to come out

23

with a new policy . . Thank you.

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But, again, you know, each

Ms. Johnson.
The one department that's not
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1

here -- because this had taken place when I was on a

2

site inspection many years ago.

3

Department actually I think provided -- I don't

4

think it was a County vehicle, but it was one that

5

we had actually utilized for that day.

6

was some of the fields where we were going to look

7

at different sites, and so at that point in time I

8

was not employed by Maui County, but I was just an

9

individual who wanted to go along at the si,te

The Planning

I think it

10

inspection.

So what would the liability be of the

11

County contracting with, obviously, you know, this

12

carrier and then I'm being transported in a County

13

vehicle?

14

And I know that this has happened on other

15

occasions where people are members of the public,

16

they're being transported in maybe not necessarily

17

County vehicles, but at least it's a

18

County-sponsored site inspection.

19

there were an accident or mishap of some sort?

20

What's the liability?

21

Counsel would have to answer that or somebody else.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR CARROLL:

And I don't know if Corp.

Who would be prepared to answer that

question?
MR. GARNEAU:

What happens if

Mr. Garneau.

Yes, thank you, Council Chair.

Well, with

regards to the liability, assuming that -- you know,
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1

if it's a County vehicle and we were shown to be at

2

fault, you know, it was being operated by

3

employee,then there is potential liability to the

4

County to whoever was in the vehicle, whether

5

they're a County employee or not.

6

true even if our policies were in place and per

7

you know, said that we weren't supposed to have

8

someone, but, you know, assuming they were there, we

9

would still have potential liability.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

a County

That would be

And in the case of a vehicle that

11

was contracted for but not owned by the County, then

12

are you saying that generally, you know, under

13

liability it will follow the vehicle and the driver

14

so they would then be responsible even though we

15

contracted?

16

MR. GARNEAU:

17

CHAIR CARROLL:

18

MR. GARNEAU:

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Garneau.
I think when you're talking about, you know,

19

as part of a program or something where we're

20

contracting with someone else and they are supposed

21

to be covered, then that should -- there should be

22

appropriate, you know, indemnification language that

23

would protect us in those instances and they sho~ld

24

have their own separate insurance, but I was

25

speaking in the first instance of vehicles that are
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1

covered by -- by uS r the CountYr we would be

2

responsible.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Wellr and I just

I throw

4

that out there because oftentimes when we do site

5

inspections for different thingsr if it's a large

6

group of people r sometimes the sites are not always

7

easilyaccessible r and so sometimes we'll user you

8

know r other modes of transportation.

9

wanted to make sure what our liability wasr .and I

So I just

10

guess that's not a concern r then r that where we're

11

contracting for someon,e to provide that service r I

12

know that they usually make people sign a hold

13

harmless agreement or something r some

14

indemnification r thoughr if you're going on the

15

vehicle, or should that be a standard part of the

16

practice?

17

sponsored

18

anything r but I don't know r just as a matter of

19

courser I think it would be helpful r maybe r as a

20

standard practice if there was this understanding.

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

MR. GARNEAU:

I think the time when I was on a County
it was a bus -- I wasn't asked to sign

Mr. Garneau.
I'm not surer Councilmember Johnsonr was

23

there a question there?

I think that r yes r if we

24

were actually contracting

25

provide services to the CountYr and those include

wit~a

third party to
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1

transporting people, then we should make sure that

2

the contract includes appropriate indemnification

3

language and that the bus or van, whatever, is

4

properly insured.

5

recommendation, but in terms of County vehicles, we

6

should not make it a practice of transporting

7

non-County employees.

8

we're really talking about two different -- two

9

different things, I think.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

I -- that would be my

That should not be -- I mean

Okay, thank you.

Any further questions, Members?
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Kane.

I'm going to

13

reference the Budget and Finance Committee meeting

14

minutes of June 17th.

15

and it has to do with 03-48 Committee report.

16

in that report, Mr. Chairman, is I guess the first

17

item, County vehicle usage, and I'm assuming that

18

that's why weire here today, to get more in depth

19

with this discussion, Mr. Chairman.

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

I believe Mr. Crow was there,
And

Yes.
And so the first sentence talks about

22

the Department of Housing and Human Concerns being

23

chosen by the Administration as the pilot department

24

for developing a department policy, that -- those

25

comments from the Cost of Government Commission goes
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tha~

1

on to say that the Commission was not aware

2

department policies had been completed and the need

3

for written County vehicle use policy for each

4

department is obvious for management, employee, and

5

legal responsibilities.

6

Already today we've heard I think from

7

Ms. Krieg specifically that we're looking for

8

overall County policy, and yet the Cost of

9

Government is referencing -- as well as in the

10

any

minutes of that Budget and Finance Committee,
c

11

Mr. Ching, David Ching, also responded that ,they're

12

looking more for specific

-13

attempt has been launched in the prior

14

Administration to create one all-encompassing

15

vehicle policy for the entire County, but it was

16

found that due to the unique nature of each

17

department that has vehicles, for instance, Police,

18

Fire, Housing Human Concerns, et cetera, that it

19

would be nearly impossible to make an

20

all-encompassing single policy for the County."

21

and I'll read,

"An

Now, we do have one, the one that was given

22

to us by the Mayor, the one that came from Mr. Chun,

23

Grant Chun, the previous public -- excuse me,

24

Managing Director, the 8/6/01 memo to us -- or to

25

all department heads.

So in context of -- I'm just
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1

doing some open brain background

2

because of the County vehicle usage report based

3

from the Government Commission

4

and Human Concerns develop a department policy?

5

that question would go to Mr-. Andaya.

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

MR. ANDAYA:

l

I

so we're here

AI did the Housing
So

Mr. Andaya.

Mr. Chair

l

Council Member I to my knowledge I

8

nOI we've been following this policy here

9

County of Maui vehicle policy.

l

the

This is the only

10

document that was given to mel and from my asking of

11

various division heads if there was a policYI

12

vehicle policYI they referred me to this document.

13

So this 'is the policy that we've been following.

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Kane.
Thank you.

My next question is to

16

Mr. -- Mr. Taira.

17

of the Managing Director?

18

MR. TAIRA:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Taira

l

you're here on behalf

That's correct.
Mr. Taira.
So this report from the Cost of

21

Government Commission came out approximately a month

22

after the deadline of it, March 31st,

23

has -- what has your office done to follow up on

24

these issues specific -- specifically this issue of

25 -

the County vehicle usage and the comments that they
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1

made regarding each department developing their own

2

policies?

3

also point out to you that Mr. -- Mr. Ching that

4

represented the Administration said that there

5

currently is an effort on working out those

6

policies{ and I believe that ties in with Mr. Crow's

7

role on the Commission in coming up with a

8

subcommittee report on this usage.

9

an update on what has taken place from June until

10

now?

11

MR. TAIRA:

Have you done a follow-up?

I'm not aware of

And I want to

Can you give us

excuse me -- I'm not aware

12

of any ongoing efforts to have each department

13

develop their own vehicle usage policy.

14

the prior Administration attempting to set up one

15

with the Department of Human Concerns { but I don't

16

know if it was ever concluded.

17

recall Mr. Taguchi as being the one who spearheaded

18

this effort from the Administration at that timet

19

but he ran across some problems that I guess were

20

not

21

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

I do recall

As -- I seem to

were not cleared up.
So is it the position -- your position

22

or the Managing Director's position that you're not

23

going to be taking this up or are you planning on

24

taking this up?

25

that's why.

The report is six months old{
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MR. TAIRA:

We haven't reviewed it.

I mean, I haven't

2

reviewed it at this point, and I don't believe

3

anyone in the Administration has.

4

matter of priorities, and this is not -- was not ln

5·

the radar screen.

6

Council, we can -- we can do the -- we can change

7

the priority, obviously, and bring it up to the

8

front.

9

more important things to consider at this time.

10
;Ll

Again, it's a

If this is a great concern to the

There are other more important -- I guess

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

So my next question

is to Mr. Crow, Mr. Chair.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.
Mr. Crow, Mr. Ching and you were I

14

believe at that meeting, Budget and Finance

15

Committee on June 17th, in fact you were there, 'and

16

Chair Hokama asked the question to Mr. Ching

17

regarding -- and I'll read.

18

Mr. Ching, is the Administration urging the various

19

departments to develop those departmental policy

20

vehicle use

21

time lines for those policies to get back to you

22

folks so we can have effective management for

23

vehicles within the County?"

24

was,

25

the Commission.

policie~

It says, "So is it --

and have you folks set some

Mr. Ching's response

"Those policies actually are in the hands of
The Commission has a subcommittee
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1

that is looking at those existing policies; and I

2

believe in future -- in our upcoming meeting of this

3

Commission we're expecting a

4

subcommittee to notify us of the status of those

5

policies."

from the

Mr. Crow, can you give us an update, please?

6

7

re~ort

MR. CROW:

Unfortunately I can't.

Sara Thompson, who is

8

leading that investigation, is off island at this

9

time.

Another problem we've had since that time is

10

that we've been unable to get a quorum for our

11

meetings, so we have not had a meeting in which we

12

can get a report.

13

our October meeting and we can get some answers

14

then,

15

VICE-'-CHAIR KANE:

Hopefully we'll have a quorum for

My final question to you, Mr. Crow, your

16

comments in the report are talking about having

17

vehicle policies, vehicle use policies, and I'll

18

just read what it says, "The need for a written

19

County vehicle use policy for each department is

20

obvious for management, employee, and legal

21

responsibilities."

22

overall Countywide policy is needed.

23

comment?

24

other, but I'm hearing -- I'm hearing some contrary

25

now.

,

You heard Ms. Krieg say that an
Can you please

And I don't mean to work one against the

Which do we need?

Do we need -- which we
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1

already have in existence based on the 8/6/01 memo

2

from Director Chun back then to the department

3

heads, there is an overall policy.

4

that we need departmental policies finished up.

5

you still say that we need to have each department

6

follow up and get a department policy put forward to

7

the Administration for an approval process?

8
9

MR. CROW:

You're stating
Do

Yes, I do, because as several of the panel

members have pointed out, the needs vary

10

tremendously from department to department and the

11

p~licy

12

far as I know, an umbrella policy to give guidance

13

to the departments to write their own to meet their

14

that Grant Chun sent out was considered, as

.needs, so I believe we definitely need individual

15

~epartment

16

approved.

17
18

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

policies that are signed off and

Thank you.

My final question, Mr.

Chair, for all.

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.
So, Mr. Taira, are you folks planning on

21

initiating an effort or some written request from

22

the Administration to get these policies back to

23

your -- created and back to your office for an

.24
25

approval?

That way when it comes towards budget

time --, and although we have nothing to say with
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1

respects to an administrative policYr we do make a

2

determination on vehicle use when it comes to

3

budgetr and for us to understand that policy and how

4

you folks are implementing it would help us to

5

determine whether or not we fund monies towards any

6

aspect of vehicle usage in this County.

7

MR. TAIRA:

We will be reviewing the -- Director Chun's

8

policy.

9

to it.

Obviously there has to be some amendments
Clearly it does excluder for example r

10

non-County employees as passengers.

There are also

11

other considerations that we would have to deal

12

with r but yes; we will be reviewing it and we will

13

be issuing r and hopefully we'll get a quicker

14

response from the departments.
Thank your Mr. Chair.

15

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.
Thank your Mr. Chairman.

Staying

18

on the subject of the memorandum of August6th r 2001

19

from Mr. Chun r under enforcement on page 4 r I guess

20

maybe this question would be for Mr. Taira.

21

know at this time if the Administration is intent on

22

establishing specific penalties and abuses as wer

23

you know, I guess assume we'll be formulating a more

24

comprehensive Countywide vehicle usage policy?

25

Because where it says enforcement on that page,
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1

there's no specific, you know, types of penalties.

2

It just says you're subject to disciplinary action.

3

Is the current Administration looking at formulating

4

specific penalties and maybe definitions of what

5

constitutes vehicle abuse?

6

MR. TAIRA:

Not at this time.

As you know, according to

7

this policy any kind of misuse of the County

8

vehicle, whether it's speeding or parking tickets or

9

whatever else, would be subject to disciplinary

10

action.

Clearly the nature of the offense would

11

indicate the nature of the discipline.

12

point not necessarily they will have a specific

13

matrix to say that when this happens, you get this

14

punishment, et cetera.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So at this

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.
With regard to one of the

18

documents, and it is a legal argument and it's a

19

case before Honorable Ambrose Rosehill, and there's

20

Exhibit I, and it's contained and attached to the

21

October 28th, 1999 correspondence with the

22

Department of Finance.

23

Board of Water Supply employee was using the vehicle

24

and he had actually been authorized use of the

25

vehicle.

The Water Supply employee

The case went to a judge and basically the
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1

gist of it is that he was permitted, or at least

2

from what I'm gathering, that this was an

3

established practice and it was customary,

4

therefore, what we're talking about here, according

5

to this, would be contrary to our policy because it

6

had been a practice at the Board of Water Supply

7

that this was part of the understanding that union

8

employees covered under that decision could do this.

9

So while we're talking about coming up with ideas of

10

how to tighten the rules and regulations, how is

11

that going to square with this kind of decision

12

where our departments, through union negotiations r

13

actually anticipate, well, I was always able to use

14

it, now I'm not able to use it?

15

deal with this?

16

MR. TAIRA:

How are we going to

As we develop a policy, we will have to

17

negotiate with the unions who are -- who have

18

been -- who have members who've enjoyed the use of

19

County vehicles, taking it home, et cetera.

20

have to be negotiated.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It will

In that situation, let's say that

22

certain, people who have had the use but let's say

23

other people who have never gotten into that

24

circumstance, because they're new hires or they just

25

feel it's not proper to utilize the vehicles in this
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1

way, how are you going to address that within

2

uniform union contract?

3

supposed to be treated the same, then if you want to

4

change a policy, it would be very difficult to do

5

that if people were always used to these habits that

6

they had become used to.

7

MR. TAIRA:

Because if all people are

The past practice is limited to those

8

employees who are 'currently enjoying it.

So

9

consequently if you have an employee who normally

10

takes home a vehicle and he retires, it doesn't

11

necessarily follow that the successor gets to also

12

take home the vehicle.

13

if that's the policy that the department wishes to

14

follow.

15

position with the same class with the same kind of

16

responsibility automatically gets to take home the

17

vehicle.

18

So it's done by attrition,

Moreover, it doesn't mean that a brand-new

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And I really appreciate you

19

explaining that, because to someone on the outside

20

it would look as though these policies will continue

21

on and on, even if they're not consistent with other

22

departments.

23

question in that regard.

24

bargaining units, is there ever the discussion that

25

occurs whereas one department will get extremely

And if I may, Mr. Chair, just one
When you have different
,
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upset because they'll cite another department as

2

having that privilege or another class of employee

3

as having that privilege and yet they don't have

4

that?

5

usually?

6

MR. TAIRA:

Do you get into that discussion or not

We try to avoid it r but it has happened where

7

one department will enter into agreement without

8

letting anybody -- everybody else know and it comes

9

back to haunt uS r although not prevalent as much in

10

this CountYr the State has a very big problem.

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

12

Mr. Chair.

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

14

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

OkaYr thank you very much r

Mr. Kane.
I'll yield.

I'm sorry.

15

I'll go ahead.

16

question.

17

6thr 2001 County of Maui vehicle policy from

18

Mr. Chun to -all directors or department directors r

19

there's a custodian agreement.

20

does -- is there a centralized filing of this form

21

or is it specifically being -- is it specifically

22

being managed by each department director?

23

guess that question maybe would go to Mr. Regan from

24

the Department of Finance.

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

I'm sorry.

I'll go ahead.

I just have one

The form that's attached to the August

Does -- or who

Mr. Regan.
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MR. REGAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Councilmember Kane,

2

I'd have to look into that to see if we actually

3

keep tho.se on file with the Department of Finance,

4

if that is transmitted from the departments to us,

5

and if we are in fact the central storage point for

6

those particular agreements.

7

and get you that information.

8
9

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

I can check for you

If you don't mind, and with the approval

of this body, I'm interested to see how many of

10

these forms are filled out and if they correlate

11

with the number of vehicles that you manage in this

12

County, so it would be nice for us to have a

13

listing.

14

implemented back in 2001 and it's two years later.

15

I'd be interested to see if we have -- how many

16

vehicles we have in the County, Mr. Regan, about,

17

you know, give or take?

18
19
20
21

MR. REGAN:

Probably about

well, actually 976,

according to this.
VICE-CHAIR KANE:

So we should have about the same in

these forms currentlyJ

22

MR. REGAN:

23

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

24

MR. REGAN:

25

I mean, this is something that was

Theoretically we should, yeah.
Okay.

Whether it's custodian or casual use, should

be.
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VICE-CHAIR KANE:

2

MR. REGAN:

3

Okay.

But I will get that information for you,

Mr. Chair.

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

5·

MR. REGAN:

Okay.

6

MR. TAIRA:

Councilmember Kane, may I make a comment?

7

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

8

MR. TAIRA:

9

If you'can, and respond to the Chair.

Sure.

I don't believe this form is in use.

If you

look at it, there are some penalties in there that

10

would be negotiable with the union, and I'm not sure

11

any union has agreed to accept it.

12

fine -- I mean penalty, if you want to call it that,

13

repairing, so I -- I am not certain that this form

14

is in use.

15

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Like that $500

I would be very surprised if it were.
Yeah, thank you for pointing that out.

16

And also

17

itself, "Any exception taken to this policy requires

18

the approval and is at the discretion of the Mayor

19

or the Managing Director," and as the representative

20

of the Managing Director's Office, maybe you have a

21

better understanding of this form, specifically

22

which you just made comment to and Member Johnson,

23

you know, brought up, that -- that particular

24

arbitrator's decision.

25

earlier, Mr. Taira, about priorities, hearing this

I

noticed at tqe very end of the pol,icy

And so you mentioned
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1

discussion and it being brought up as the first item

2

on the Cost of Government's report and this

3

Committee bringing it forward r as well as being a

4

part of the County when back in 1998 or '99 when we

5

had the discussion about figuring out how much cars

6

do we haver so it's been -- it seems like it's been

7

a priority for this County for the past five years

8

trying to get a handle on this.

9

for you folks?

Is it, a priority
you klnd of

Because you said

10

asked the question r but you didn't answer the

11

question.

12

to answer the question.

1.3

MR. TAIRA:

So I guess I'll give you this opportunity

Since there is a great deal of concern and

14

question regarding this arear I guess it goes to the

15

front burner r no doubt about it.

16

we'll solve anything at this point because of the

17

. negotiation requirement with the unions r it might

18
19

Whether Or not

take a lot longer than you'd expect.
VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Well r I have no expectations r just so

20

you know.

I meanr don't draw that conclusion.

21

just -- you know r it's on tqe table.

22

concern for years.

23

was an issue.

24

that 'issue being made by the Cost of Government

25

Commission r and so we're -- I think it seems to be

I'm

It's been a

The Cost of Government felt it

And we're just here following up on
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1

clear that it is a priority that we get a handle on

2

vehicle use within the County of Maui, because it's

3

a cost issue.

4

very important to take up.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

The Cost of Government felt it was
Thank you.

Mr. Hokama.
Thank you.

Let me ask either

7

Mr. Taira or maybe Ms. Krieg, are the employees that

8

currently enjoy the use of assigned vehicles and

9

have access to it 24 hours, seven days a week, is

10

that part of the compensation program and if it is,

11

does it show up on their forms as part of in lieu

12

payment of cash and if not, why not?

13

MS. KRIEG:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15
16

I don't believe that it is.
So how can it be a collective

bargaining -MR. TAIRA:

Councilmember Hokama, if you take home a

17

vehicle every day, you get charged by the County, if

18

I remember correctly, a rate of $3 a day.

19

get -- they get charged with that.

20

it's a collective bargaining issue is because of

21

past practice.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So they

The reason why

So if we pass an ordinance that

23

says this is the County of Maui's vehicle law, does

24

it change anything?

25

MR. TAIRA:

That's a good question.

That's a legal
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1

matter/ but I'm sure that the unions will challenge

2

you in court/ but then that's for the Corporation

3

Counsel to answer.

4
5
6

CHAIR CARROLL:
this time?

Mr. Garneau/ do you have a response at
Ms. Fujita.

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: Thank you/ Mr. Chair.

Generally

7

laws can't affect prior agreements/ so if the

8

Council passed an ordinance today/ it wouldn't

9

affect any prior agreements.that were in effect

10

11

prior to the law taking effect.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

But we can put a sunset/ right/

12

that no further extensions or new agreements of this

13

nature come into existence?

14

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: Right/ it would -- it would just

15

take effect from the -- you know/ from the day that

16

it took effect forward.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

But since you brought up collective

18

bargaining/ how can a department enter into their

19

own amendment to collective bargaining agreement?

20

We're always told we have to -- all four counties

21

have to approve the same programs/ so how can .one'

22

department stray and do their own thing contrary to

23

the whole County?

24
25

MR. TAIRA:

What comes before the Council/ if I seem to

recall correctly/ and Lynn will correct me if I'm
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1

wrong,- are only cost items necessarily.

And what

2

happens here is not necessarily a -- a plan kind of

3

a benefit.

4

which went to arbitration r past Water Supply

5

Department heads allowed the employees to take the

6

vehicles home.

7

nothing to curtail it.

8

right of benefitr and that's what happened in the

9

case of Water r and I'm sure that's what also is

As an example r in the Water Supply case

Management knew about it and did
ConsequentlYr it becomes a

10

happening in all the other departments that have

11

employees taking home vehicles r management allowed

12

it to happen and therefore it became a benefit.

-

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Hokama.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So in a sense you tell me I have no

15

choice but to fund that kind of request for

16

replacement vehicles?

17

MR. TAIRA:

Not necessarily.

What I'm trying to say is

18

that if you don't give them the vehicles r then

19

there's no vehicle for them to take homer but on the

20

o,ther hand if you're saying that we're disallowing

21

the further use of the vehicles to take homer that

22

we would have to negotiate.

23

new employees don't get the right to take home

24

vehicles and you can do it by attrition r but the

25

point is that you would have to sit down and

You can also say that
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1

negotiate with the union in terms of curtailing that

2

benefit to the existing employees.

3

COUNCILMEMBERHOKAMA:

It's too bad we don't have a union

4

spokesperson here today that could give their

5

their point of view, Chairman, but I can tell the

6

panel here it is of concern to me, Chairman.

7

in your Committee.

8

against this County all the time regarding a County

9

vehicle and our employees driving it.

I sit

I deal with claims and ,lawsuits

I deal with

10

requests every year in the hundreds of thousands of

11

dollars to replace vehicles, and to think after

12

we've gone through years recently, this body, we

13

still don't have something better than just an

14

August 6th, 2001 memorandum from that Managing

15

Director, is not satisfactory to me.

16

And I think 'we've got enough talent and brain

17

power and I think smart enough representative of the

18

collective bargaining agencies to get something

19

better than this, but if this is just to give a perk

20

or maintain a little carrot, as my colleague would

21

say, then it's got to stop.

22

to be willing to put money to t4ese kind of things.

23

We've got a lot of other projects I would like to

24

see funded, Chairman.

25

that we've talked about, Cost of_Government has

i

Because I'm not going

I think this is something
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1

brought it up.

2

Chairman.

You know r this is something not newr

Nothing's new.

I think the key question two r three years ago

3
4

was when no one could answer the question of how

5

many vehicles does the County of Maui haver and they

6

saYr oh r what's on the books or what's really out

7

there in the parking lots?

8

is disturbing r Chairman.

9

improvements r because I'm,not happy with the current

10

That's disturbing.

That

I hope we can do some

status.

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

Ms. Johnson.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And that brings up another area

13

toor with regard to the gasoline that goes into the

14

vehicles.

15

gasoline was priced much lower r but I think it was

16

in The ,Maui News or another paper that I saw r I

17

think it was a County worker r but I could be

18

mistaken r that was putting gasoline in his own

19

vehicle for his own use and he knew it was wrong.

20

He ended up having I guess to reimburse r and I

21

thought it was the CountYr it could have been

22

another CountYr butr you know r I read this recently.

23

What kind of practice or what kind of assurance do

24

we have with regard to filling up our vehicles

25

that's in placer and are there protections in place

It was a little bit different when
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so that this kind of thing can't happen or that

2

you're sure that the vehicle is not being used

3

extensively for the person's own personal business

4

and that's why he has to fill up the vehicle?

5

there any kind of mileage log that's utilized at all

6

or what is -- what is the procedure for filling up

7

gas tanks?

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Is

Mr. Agaran.
Mr. Chair t if -- I need to go and

10

check to make sure t but generally the practice is

11

you need to have access to -- to the particular

12

baseyards with the gas tanks.

13

think -- if you have a vehicle t you're assigned a

14

card and that card gives you access to the tanks t

15

and the records are -- would be based on that usage.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So you need -- I

But there's no method utilized

17

where they do -- where the employees who are using

18

these vehicles use a daily mileage log?
I

19

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

That's -- for the people that ,are

20

assigned the vehicles t I don't think so.

21

probably -- and you'd probably have to check with

22

each individual department t but within our

23

department the mileage logs might be kept for the

24

inspectors t but for the daily use· of a vehicle for

25

regular work t I don't believe there's a mileage logt
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2

but I could check that.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And my only concern would be let's

3

say you do have the use of a County vehicle and all

4

of a sudden you decide, oh, I want to take the kids

5

and go to Hana, you know, for the weekend or take

6

along drive, it -- it does add up.

7

small -- let's say, you know, years ago it was

8

looked at as a smaller kind of thing, but

9

cumulatively, if a lot of people utilized a vehicle

Those are

10

and it wasn't specifically on County business, how

11

do we -- how do we gauge that and, you know, do we

12

check when people are filling up their gas tanks

13

too, to say, well, okay, you just got filled up last

14

whatever it was and now you're filling up again.

15

I'm just raising the questions because I -- I would

16

think that that is also going to be an area that can

17

add up real quickly, especially if there's no

18

control put on where they're utilizing -- using the

19

vehicle.

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21
22

Mr. Agaran, do you have any comment at

this time?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Generally I would say that for the

23

more obvious abuses, that the check seems to be that

24

the community makes a complaint and they usually

25

report those kinds of things.

We do get those kinds
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of reports occasionally.

2

sit here todaYI I can't tell you what kind of logs

3

are kept for people filling

4

into that

5

information about what kind of logs are kept for

6

their vehicles.

7

think that for casual uses that the logs are -- that

8

logs are kept for that

9

assigned vehicles

10

MR. ANDAYA:

l

I suppose.

On -- and I just

l

but -- but I can check

I think Mr. Andaya has some

It might really differ.

l

as I

l

I would

but for people that are

I'm not so sure.

For Kanoa Senior Services we do have -- we do

11

maintain a log.

12

in what activity they're using the vehicle fori for

13

instance r is this for transportation or Meals on

14

Wheels

15

which they also have to report in how many miles was

16

traveled.

17

want to mention

18

policYI which is very similar to the County of

19

Maui's vehicle policYI our own departmental policYI

20

but it deals more with keeping the vehicle in

21

good -- good maintenance

22

not

23

So I just wanted to let you know we do have

24

something like that in place.

25

l

I

We have issued -- the drivers log

_and then we also have an odometer reading

So there is some control there.
l

I also

I did come across this vehicle

I

good condition and what

and not so much.curbing abuse of the vehicle.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

And I think that even
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1

though some departments may not be using a log, it's

2

not that difficult once you get used to it, and it

3

is a privilege if you use the vehicle.

4

Mr. Chair r would like to see that as perhaps one of

5

the things that wouldn't cost a lot of money, it

6

might cause a little bit of aggravation, but even

7

the individuals that are utilizing these vehicles,

8

at least should -- they should be accountable.

9

it's a privilege that they're getting, regardless of

So I reallYr

If

10

how they've obtained that privilege, they should at

11

least be accountable to the taxpayers.

12

ask that we look at trying to institute some type of

13

program whereby people do have some accountability

14

for how they're using the County vehicles.

15

you.

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So I would

Thank

Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Chairman.

This

18

question, I'll leave it pretty open ended to anyone

19

from the Administration to comment, I guess even

20

Mr. Crow, if he would like to throw his two cents in

21

on this.

22

that are occurring and how frequent have these

23

abuses been taking place?

24

department, what is typically done to someone who is

25

found to abuse a vehicle policy?

What are the most common vehicle abuses

And anyone from the

Is it a -- do you
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do I guess a write-up in their job performance

2

report?

3

the panel to comment on.

4
5

6

So I just leave that open from anyone from

CHAIR CARROLL:

Who would like to comment on Mr. Molina's

question r before I pick someone?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Well r maybe because I've got some

7

recent experience in dealing with this is we did get

8

a complaint from the public about the use of one of

9

our vehicles r and in this case it was -- you know r

10

it seemed like the person r you know r stopped off to

11

go shopping and so the person was asked and

12

counseled_.

13

questions about the use of a particular piece of

14

equipment in our department r where the mileage logs

15

didn't make senser given the fact that they were

16

assigned to go work a certain place that was a lot

17

closer than what the mileage indicated r you know r we

18

did take a little bit more severe look at that r

19

because ,obviously they weren't -- they weren't doing

20

what they were supposed to be doing as far as a

21

workday ..

22

The

in the past where there were

Just to put some of my -- my initial comments

23

at the beginningr put that in context r the reason

24

that I made those comments is really that the August

25

6th memo that then Managing Director Chun sent out r

,
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you know, did say that each department should take a

2

look at creating their own policy and look at

3

whether or not we could have exemptions from it, so

4

my comments were based on what the department at

5

that time asked for clarification on/ because we

6

realized at that time that within our department/

7

our existing policies/ there were going to be some

8

issues/ what past usage had been allowed in the

9

department.

I

And some of the usage was actually in

10

written memos from past directors to the staff about

11

what you could do with the vehicles.
So whether I

12

I -- as far as I can tell/

13

from looking at the records in our department/ that

14

August 6th policy is not in effect yet because we

15

we haven't even gotten all the clarification that we

16

wanted.

17

raised at that time raised some collective

18

bargaining issues/ and perhaps that's why there was

19

delay in implementing/ but within our department/

20

we're still basically following the same policies

21

that existed before that time.

And I don't know if the questions that we

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

24
25

Mr. Hokama.
Maybe there's another comment from

the panel.
MR. TAIRA:

Just one other comment.

When this
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Administration changed hands, unfortunately all the

2

records of the prior Administration went across the

3

street into the post offic,e, so basically what this

4

Administration started off with was empty filing

5

cabinets.

6

questions up again so we can take a look at it and

7

see if we can work on it.

8

office is not a good place to search for documents.

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

So I'm going to ask Gil to send me those

Mr. Hokama.

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

CQUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

As you know, the post

I'm sorry, Mr. Molina.

( Inaudible)

Mr. Hokama.
Maybe we can -- in the context of

13

the Cost of Government, ladies and gentlemen, let me

14

ask this.

15

us with in the near future regarding use of County

16

vehicles and complying with the new GASB-34

17

reporting system?

18

that we're going to be putting value.

19

sometimes in the past we've heard Water Department

20

tell us I have a water tanker that's 20 years old.

21

Fire Department says, gosh, you know, we've got

22

engine this on

23

under operating conditions so we still maintain it.

24

How do you folks plan to approach County vehicles

25

and GASB-34?

Mr. Taira, can you -- what can you help

And the context I'm aski,ng you is

Lan~i

You know,

that's from 1968 and it's still
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MR. TAIRA:

I'm not fully aware of the total ramifications

2

of GASB-34.

All I know is in general it's a form of

3

asset accountability and depreciation.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

MR. TAIRA:

Right.

As to what the County policy would be if the

6

asset valuation is zero t

7

the -- what the County policy would be.

8

to its use t I'm sure we're going to use it until

9

it's replaced.

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I am not sure as to what
In terms as

And that's a good point.

You

11

brought up a good point t and I guess in normal

12

situations t you know t might work.

13

interested in your comment is that then I don't know

14

what happens when the asset is listed at zero value

15

and we continue to use it.

16

of grievance on the part of the employees?

17

other reason I bring it up is just one end of the

18

financial spectrum.

19

asked in the past few years under budget review what

20

is

21

we can help get a better grip on the type of

22

resources that Police will need to X vehicles per

23

year t

24

Department -- who else has a lot of vehicles --

25

Parks.

~he

The reason I'm

I meant is that a point
And the

The other is we've continually

departments' vehicle replacement program so

Fire t

Public Works t now we've got Water

It helps us better put resources because we
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1

know we have a program we're following and every

2

year each department will come in with X number of

3

vehicle replacement because it'. s part of the

4

organized and acknowledged program that the County

5

will use.
Going by -- well, we'll use it as long as we

6
7

can, then it's hard for you as managers and us as

8

appropriating -- appropriation decision makers to

9

make better decisions.

And so I ask you this

10

afternoon if there's a way that -- I would assume

11

down the road we'd also address some of the Cost of

12

Government's concern of how we're using resources

13

for ,equipment and operations.

14

was part of your Commission's discussion, Mr. Crow,

15

with the GASB-34, which is a Federal program to

16

have - - as Mr. Taira said, you know, we '. re going to

17

put some value, and, you know, go by some kind of

18

depreciation program through the years.

19

MR. CROW:

20

it.

21
22

23

I don't know if that

No, we did not get into the accounting side of

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Any comments, Mr. Taira, or other

members of the panel?
MR. TAIRA:

I just have one comment.

Even if the value of

24

the vehicle is zero, as long as it's safe to

25

operate, it will be used.

The employee can only
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1

refuse to operate obviously unsafe equipment, and a

2

value of zero doesn't necessarily make it unsafe', as

3

I'm sure Gil can tell you.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Regan, you have comments on how

5

we're going to deal with this at zero book value on

6

the reporting?

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

MR. REGAN:

9

Mr. Regan?

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

You know, I think

Mr. Taira brings up a good point, that although the

10

book value of the vehicle may be zero, it does not

11

necessarily mean that the vehicle is unsafe to

12

drive.

13

have some sort of a policy in terms of replacement.

14

When are you going to replace it?

15

was a memo that was sent down by the former Budget

16

Director at one point in time asking the departments

17

to analyze or review the equipment that they have

18

and based on the -- the age of the equipment to come

19

up with what you want to replace.

However, I think the County still needs to

And I think there

20

And for vehicles -- I believe it was seven

21

years or 100,000 miles, and I think, you know, in

22

general if we're just talking about vehicles, like,

23

for instance, I'm thinking of my department, which

24

uses vehicles to do appraisals and assessment and

25

what not, you know, I think seven years is a pretty
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good standard.

2

vehicles nowadays, they're six years or, you know,

3

100,000 miles some of these vehicles.

4

that might be a good starting off point in terms of

5

trying to establish where you want to begin the

6

replacement of the vehicles.

7

If you look at the warranties on new

So I think

And if you look at the Federal government,

8

the Federal government turns over their vehicles I

9

think, what, every three years or something like

10

that, I mean, it's a ridiculously short amount of

11

time, and it's a great place to get vehicles, at

12

l,east for us, and I know that we've done that in the

13

past, at least our department has.

14

So one last comment, if I may, Mr. Chair.

I

15

did have an opportunity to step out and ask our

16

County department if they did keep the custodian of

17

record on file, and I was told that we do not keep

18

that information within our department.

19

something that was I guess held within the Managing

20

Director's Office.

21

the memos that were sent down, everything was pretty

22

much referring to the Mayor and the Managing
Director.

It's

As you could see that -- from

However, we do keep a list of authorized

24

drivers.

25

we can -- if they take a vehicle home, we can charge

And the reason we keep the list is so that
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1

them for taking that vehicle home.

2

there's some sort of a fee that's charged to them.

3

3.50 per way or something like that.

4

small amount.

5

think it's actually like a deduction, so --

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

MR. REGAN:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

10

It's a very

And it's more of a benefit -- I don't

So how would you --

- - taxable benefit.
So how would your department

explain when we do our annual reporting on why we
still list zero value of vehicles on our inventory?

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Regan.
The answer's going to be, oh,

13

because it's still usable.

14

value.

15

I believe

MR. REGAN:

Obviously it still has

I would assume it would be dropped off the

16

books once it has zero value.

17

be on the books and say zero next to it.

18

too sure exactly how that's going to be recorded.

19

I'd have to check with Ty.

20

information for you, Council Member.

21
22

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I mean, it could just
I'm not

I mean we can get that

Thank you, Mr. Regan.

Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

get that back to

th~

And, Mr. Regan, if you could
Committee, thank you.

Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, twice I've heard that

2

there's a fee charged to people who take their

3

vehicles home or assign the vehicles, and I don't

4

recall seeing this fee in Appendix B of our budget.

5

Is it in there?

6

MR. REGAN:

If I may, Mr. Chair, I'm not sure that it's in

7

there and I'm not sure that it's necessarily a fee.

8

I believe it's like a taxable benefit.

9

thihk I can -- I don't know.

10

MR. TAIRA:

I don't

Do you know?

Basically it's a 1099 issue where the employee

11

gets -- gets this form at the end of the year saying

12

that you have -- for tax purposes you have now been

13

charged $3 a day,

14

whatever it is, $90 a month extra.

15

don't pay it, he has to pay taxes on it.

16

MR.
REGAN:
,

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

So actually your income is now
Although. we

Yeah, he or she who's assigned that vehicle.
Yeah, I'm sorry, I don't remember

getting that form back when.

Thanks.

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right, Members, any further questions?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

22

CHAIR CARROLL: . Mr. Ma,teo.,

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

24

Corp. Counsel.

I guess in '93 in the

25

class grievance, this is UPW and the County

Chair.
I have
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1

regarding use of department vehicles, I guess the

2

arguments they made then regarding custom and

3

practices and existing practices and mutual consent

4

agreements, would those arguments, then, be still

5

applicable today as we go through, you know,

6

creating policy?

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

9

10
11

Mr. Garneau.

Ms. Fujita.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

would probably be applicable today.

Those terms

Those are

general arguments that are often made in grievances.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

So when Mr. Taira would say

12

that by attrition -- sayan individual was using a

13

car and then he retired, then the new employee would

14

not necessarily get to use the car, but using those

15

terminologies, this would be considered part of job

16

benefits.

17

So how do we get away from that context?

18

would not be by attrition because I guess it is -- I

19

guess it's something that happens by practice that,

20

you know, this is -- that is a given, the individual

21

does' have use of a

22

that?

23

We just heard it mentioned on that form.

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

vehicle~

Because it

How do we get past

Well, the County could stop

24

allowing the use of the vehicle or limit the use

25

through a policy, and then that would apply to new
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1

employees or employees who don't currently have the

2

right to use the vehicle.

3
4
5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

But that would still subject us to

challenges by the unions.
MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA: The -- I believe Mr. Taira said the

6

past practices theory applies to an individual.

So

7

if that individual never had that use before, then

8

that theory of a past practice wouldn't -- wouldn't

9

necessarily apply to that person.

It only applies

10

to someone who's -- you know, who's had that benefit

11

in the past.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. ,Chair.

Chair.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you.

Just for my

16

curiosity, employees taking home vehicles, have we

17

had any incident in regards to negligent accidents?

18

And if we did, how did we handle. the discipline of

19

that employee?

20

21
22

CHAIR CARROLL:

Are we able to answer that question at

this time?
MR. TAIRA:

Councilman Pontanilla, I'm not aware of any --

23

any incident where an employee off duty was driving

24

home or doing something else and got involved into

25

an accident or got ticketed for speeding or anything
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like that.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

All rightt Members t any further questions

4

at this time?

The Chair is going to -- wellt the

5

Chair brought this item forward.

6

things on our agenda because of the importance of

7

this.

8

any time anything is bad for morale

9

working people and how much work is done and we pay

We have a lot of

First of alIt it is terrible for morale t and
t

it affects the

10

more to get less.

11

obvious t litigation that comes about by not having

12

clear policy.

13

today at our next meeting will be answered t and more

14

so that now that the Administration is aware that

15

this is a priority of this Committee t that they will

16

put this on the front burner and that by the time we

17

come back and I schedule this againt we will not

18

only have answers to the questions t but hopefully we

19

will have at least the beginnings or perhaps policy

20

that will be put in place.

21

questions before I ask for deferral?

22

then Ms. Tavares.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

The other partt of course t

is

I would hope that the questions asked

Are there any further

Yeah t thank

YOU t

Mr. Molina t

Chairman.

Just a

24

comment.

25

todaYr and I would appreciate they look into the

I want to thank the panel for being here
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1

topic of reimbursement -- milage reimbursement for

2

people who have assigned vehicles with infrequent

3

call-outs and that we develop a Countywide policy

4

that -- specific definitions and the appropriate,

5

you know, penalties that go with it.

6

to make a request from Staff, if possible we could

7

get samples of vehicle policies from State

8

government and maybe even Federal government.

9

I'm -- it just brought back memories of when ,I was

And I'd like

;

10

in the military and when we drove a military Federal

11

vehicle and if we abused it in any way, shape, or

12

form, we had some very harsh penalties to deal with.

13

I don't know how harsh State or County government

14

wants to be, but it was effective, to say the least.

15

It was a good deterrent from abusing any vehicle,

16

but any way, I want to thank you, Chair, for

17

bringing this topic to our, Committee of the Whole

18

meeting for today.

\

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

And we will -- we will try to get some

20

policies from different counties and the State

21

policy.

22

Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.

I

23

think that every year that we go through the budget

24

this question comes up about fleet management, and

25

it seems recently -- well, in institutional memory
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that I have on this Council, that we have asked

2

every Administration to produce vehicle policy, and

3

perhaps it is time for us to look at an ordinance

4

that will be the vehicle policy for the County of

5

Maui so we don't have this panel every single time

6

we have a new Administration.

7

that's clear, or at least it's written in such a way

8

that it allows a guideline for the departments to

9

develop their internal policies or a policy specific

If we have a policy

10

tQ their department,

11

us to hear that, you know, all the records are in

12

the storage room -- I think I have my vehicle policy

13

from two budgets ago, I think it is.

14

But, you know, to make the Administration go through

15

it over and over and over, I mean we're just

16

repeating the exercise, and I'm sure all of these

17

folks sitting here in front of us have a whole lot

18

other important things to do besides come up with a

19

vehicle policy every -- every new term of a Mayor.

20

So I think it's time for us to look at that.

21

I think that's fine.

But for

I kept it.

The Cost of Government Commission, I believe

22

this is not the first time that the Cost of

23

Government Commission has pointed out that this is

24

an area that needs some work, and I want to thank

25

the Cost of Government Commission for their efforts
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1

in this area, and to the all the departments that

2

are here today in trying to, you know, bring some

3

semblace of order to this.

4

critical issue for us now, beCause we're looking at

5

costs of vehicles and costs of maintaining and

6

operating those vehicles, not to mention the price

7

of gas, but all the other things that it takes to

8

maintain a vehicle.

9

impact-full issue for the County of Maui, in that

I think it's a very

So we are looking at a very

10

it's going to take resources that we may be able to

11

utilize in more , pressing areas.

12

bringing this up, Mr. Chair.

13
14

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Ms. Tavares.

So I thank you for

If there '.s no

further discussion -- Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman, are you going to follow

16

through on her request for an ordinance development

17

or ordinance draft?

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

It is the Chair's intent, yes.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

However, it's very preliminary right now,

21

and un.til we have further information, it's going to

22

be very difficult to have a complete ordinance.

23

can do some work on it, but until we have more

24

information, it wouldn't be possible to come up with

25

an ordinance at this time.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I would just support that maybe for

2

the basic consideration for discussion and debate we

3

would do a general parameters and still give

4

departments the ability to do some adjustments

5

internally for their unique situations/ but I would

6

agree.

7

possible with appropriate penalties.

8
9

I would like to see this codified as soon as

CHAIR CARROLL:

We'll come up with an ordinance with the

information that we have/ but the members should

10

realize that that definitely will not be the

11

ordinance.

12

still do not have all the information we need.

13

there's nothing further/ the Chair is going -- if

14

there's no objection/ is going to defer this item.

15

And I will repeat again/ I am very happy that we

16

have had this meeting and I know that the

17

Administration and different departments will be

18

working diligently with the Committee Chair so that

19

we might draft an ordinance for one thing and

20

address all the questions that come up today.

21

there's no objection, this item is deferred.

22

objections?

It is a finished product/ because we

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

25
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DEFER.

CHAIR CARROLL:
3:15.

5

Recess till 3:15.

6

RECESS:

7

RECONVENE:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

(Gavel) .

3:06 p.m.

:3: 18 p.m.
(Gavel)

Committee of the Whole meeting

for September 15th, 2003 is now back in session.

9

10

And we are going to take a recess until

COW-10

REPORT ON SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS
(C.C. No. 03-112)

11

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, we have one last item on our

13

agenda, Committee of the Whole 10, Report on

14

Settlement of Claims.

15

Risk Manager, Gary Gatesi our Workmen Compensation

16

Safety Specialist, Stan Zitniki and our Deputy

17

Corporation Counsel, Greg Garneaui and Mr. Regan is

18

also with us today_

19

We have with us today our

The Chair was asked to schedule the reports

20

on settlements and claims on the Committee agenda

21

for member discussion.

22

been transmitted by County Communication Nos. 03-112

23

and 03-209 and are for the quarters ending March

24

31st, 2003 and June 30th, 2003 respectively.

25

Purpose of the reports on settlements and claims is

The reports at issue have
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1

to advise your Committee on claims paid by the

2

County from its claims, settlements, and judgmerits

3

account and from its self-insurance account.

4

reports are submitted to the Council pursuant to

5

Section 3.16.020C of the Maui County Code, which

6

provides the Director of Finance shall file with the

7

Council a quarterly report of all settlements and

8

claims.

9

would like to give us a review.

10

MR. GATES:

The

And I'd now like to ask Mr. Gates if he

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good afternoon.

What

11

you have before you is a -- two reports, both

12

reflective of our insurance program.

13

the top of one of the reports, there are two dated

14

June 30th, one is more extensive than the other.

15

The more extensive one comes out of our

16

self-insurance program, as well as the second page

17

that you see dated June 30th, 2003.

18

claims, settlements, and judgements that have been

19

paid out of our self-insurance program for auto

20

liability, general,liability.

21

you might be able to tell that the other reports,

22

the one dated March 31st,

23

June 30th,

24

current, and so there may be a couple of additional

25

entries on there.

'03.

The top of --

These are

And then the other

'03 is identical to the

It's just the June 30th is more

The third page of the March 31st'
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1

report is a summary of payments made in those

2

several categories.

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Thank you.

4

Questions.

5

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Putting up the floor r Members.

Mr. Kane.
Question for Corp. Counselr so none of

6

these are supposed to be withheld information r I

7

mean too late now butr none of

8

be public?

9

information on these reports as far as the dollar

10

amounts?

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

MR. GARNEAU:

thes~

are supposed to

All this is approved to be public

Mr. Garneau.
Yes r in terms of summary' information.

I

am

13

prepared -- if the Council members desire r I can

14

answer r you know r particular questions about some of

15

these.

16

the supervisor of litigationrbut I did take the

17

time before today's meeting to go back and look at

18

our records r so I'm familiar with most of the items r

19

but the information here is public information

20

either that was inr you know r pleadings and things

21

that were filed with the court.

22

everything is -- are settled cases.

23

I know some, of them predate even my time as

Most of the -- most

. The second portion of the report the Finance
.

24

Director had given

25

expenses r and so some of those

YOUr

\

however, does include other
~xpenses
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1

expert witnesses or -- and such may be in on going

2

to matters that have not yet been resolved, but the

3

top half of the page would be things that are

4

settled.

5

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

My next question to you would be are

6

there any there on the top half, first of all, that

7

are particular, I guess, circumstances that we need

8

to be aware of or things that are unusual in

9

circumstances that you can inform us on and so we

10

can prevent in the future?

I guess preventative

11

comments on some of these, are you prepared to take
"

12

that approach to these settlements?

13

CHAIR CARROLL:· Mr. Garneau.

14

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

And I apologize for the wide-open

15

question, but I'm just -- I'm reaching here, but it

16

just seems like if we look at the total down there,

17

we're at $1.5 million for the two, I mean, 1.5, to

18

me, justifies a pretty wide-open question.

19

avoid some of these things in the future and maybe

20

our -- you know, our risk manager can help us with

21

that -- in responding to that and give us to insight

22

specific to what we have in front of us and the

23

amount of money and. what we can do to prevent us

24

from getting to' these perceived predicaments again.

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Garneau.
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MR. GARNEAU:

Mr. Chairman, may I respond.

Councilmember

2

Kane, that is an awfully wide question, as you

3

indicated, and it's hard, really, with this short

4

look to kind of group things.

5

down the list, there's quite a variety.

6

there are tort claims and, you know, claims, you

7

know, for motor vehicle accidents, claims from --

8

you know, where we're involved in, you know, land

9

cases-and so forth.

Because if you look
You know,

So there's sort of a wide

10

variety represented here.

11

short number of cases might -- you know, you can

12

make any general points, but I am willing, if

13

there's particular items either you're not familiar

14

with or you might have heard of before and, you

15

know, have a question about, I'm happy to talk

16

about

17

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

18

MR. GARNEAU:

19

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

And I'm not sure this

Yeah, there's two.
my understanding.
There's several under the Maalaea Kai

20

Enterprises, Inc., up on top, there's $300,000 and

21

then underneath we also have another, what, 61,000.

22

So we're looking at almost $362,000 that were

23

expended on just that.

24

background on that?

25

MR. GARNEAU:

Sure.

Can you give us some

And, again, I do want to preface it
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1

in that I did not -- was not pers onal ly invo lved
in

2

this case , but I can give you a real brie f sort
of

3

overv iew, mayb e refre sh your reco llect ion.

4

Maal aea Kai Ente rpris es invo lved the cond ition
s

5

relat ing to a shor t line mana geme nt area perm it
for

6

work that was done out at Maal aea, and what I

7

unde rstan d was the Coun ty had appro ved an SMA perm
it

8

with certa in cond ition s that relat ed to grub bing

9

work that was to be done only on a certa in amou
nt of

The

10

prop erty and at certa in time s of the year , and
the

11

deve loper in this case had done some bulld ozin g
in a

12

larg er area and not nece ssari ly I belie ve restr
icted

13

to the mont hs in ques tion and there was some dama
ge

14

to a numb er of boat s in the harb or.

15

The alleg ation s in the suit was that the

16

Coun ty faile d to enfo rce the cond ition s of the
SMA.

17

The mone y that was paid here , was my unde rstan ding

18

that the 300,0 00, mayb e Mr. Rega n may have more

19

deta ils, that that was paid to the boat owne rs
for

20

dama ges.

And ther e's also

l

it appe ars on this list,

21

a reimb ursem ent of the -- it's a dedu ction , I
think

22

that 's relat ed to this matt er, too, of 100,0 00.

23

am not fami liar with how that reimb ursem ent came

24

abou t.

25

but I don' t know that for sure .

I susp ect it's from an insur ance comp any,
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Our self- insu red reten tion on this type of

2

claim at that time I belie ve was $500 ,000, and
there

3

was a recom mend ation to Coun cil made to sett le
it.

4

On the lowe r part of the page , the othe r 61,00 0
you

5

refer red to, the Coun ty did hire outs ide coun sel

6

from Wata nabe lng, and I think that 's the -- 61,00
0

7

was the attor ney fees that were appro ved, so ...

8

VICE -CHA IR KANE:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10
11

12

The only othe r one, Mr. Chai r.
Proc eed.

VICE -CHA IR KANE:
Yu~Si

MR. GARNEAU:

Hale 0 Kaul a versu s Plan ning Comm ission ,

Fok, $862 .50, expe rt witn ess.
Yes.

That actu ally -- as you know , that 's

13

an ongo ing litig atio n, and the expe rt witn ess was

14

one that was hired to assi st the Coun ty in matt
ers

15

relat ing to hydr ology and wate r catch ment I belie
ve

16

in the case of wate r to the prop erty is an issue
.

17

VICE -CHA IR KANE:

So he was the expe rt -- Mr. Fok, F-O-K ,

18

he was the expe rt witn ess that was brou ght in,
so

19

they paid him for his time being there i is that
what

20

it is?

21

MR. GARNEAU:

Is that how it work s?
Righ t, at time s, when litig atio n's pend ing

22

we may, throu gh Corp orati on Coun sel's Offi ce, hire

23

expe rts in certa in area s, and my unde rstan ding
was

24

that this gentl eman is a hydr olog ist and was asked

25

to give infor mati on relat ing to wate r.
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1 . VICE -CHA IR KANE:

Than k you.

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I'm done .

Ms. John son.
On the same one, and if you know

4

the answ er or if you can say the answ er, let us

5

know , when Maal aea Kai gets reim burse d, if there
was

6

a hold harm less ,agre emen t -- and I belie ve this
was

7

one of those situa tion s in Maal aea wher e there
was

8

some type of an agree ment by the peop le that were

9

doing the grad ing.

I think seve ral time s -- I don' t

10

know if Mr. Agar an woul d know abou t it, beca use
he

11

said that he wasn 't awar e of these agree ment s.

12

when those agree ment s exis t wher e the perso n agre
es

13

to abide by all of the I gues s param eters of an
SMA

14

perm it and then they have an insu rer that they 're

15

purc hasin g I gues s cove rage with , sure ty bond or

16

what ever it is, are we able to subr ogat e, then ,

17

agai nst a comp any that has one of these agree ment
s

18

or they have a hold harm less agree ment ?

19

we -- do we try to do that or have we tried to
do

20

that in this part icula r case to colle ct moni es
unde r

21

that type of agree ment ?

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

MR. GARNEAU:

But

And do

Mr. Garn eau.
Yeah , Coun cil Chai r, I am not fami liar with

24

all the facts .

25

prep aring ' for this meet ing, our file has been

In fact this morn ing I -- in
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1

close d.

2

all the deta ils ..

3

yes.

4

perso n that has signe d the agree ment hope fully
is

5

has mone y and is prop erly insur ed, we can, you
know ,

6

seek reim burse ment .

7

the settl emen t enta iled, whet her it deal t with

8

those -- those claim s.

9

that our -- our prio r Corp . Coun sel woul d have

So I'd have to orde r the file to give you
But in gene ral the answ er woul d be

If we have an indem nity agree ment and the.

I don' t know in this case what

I woul d -- I woul d think

10

addr essed all ,thos e issue s as part of the

11

settl emen t, beca use remem ber these are settl ed

12

case s, so -- but with out havin g that settl emen t

13

agree ment befo re me, I reall y hesi tate to answ er

14

that ques tion.

15

fami liar with the -- this item that appe ars on

16

our -- the list that Mr. Rega n had prov ided to
you

17

that 's the $100 ,000 cred it.

18

may be just what you' re talki ng abou t, but I don'
t

19

know with out look ing at it.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And as I said earl ier, I'm not

I don' t know that that

And I just want to make

certa~n,

21

thoug h, that at leas t from a risk mana geme nt

22

stand poin t that when we ente r into -- if we stil
l

23

cont inue this kind of prac tice, that we make sure

24

that the moni es are set asid e,ei ther throu gh a

25

sure ty bond or eithe r throu gh proo f of insur ance
,
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1

that there is coverage to cover negligence on the

2

part of anybody that engages in these kinds of

3

activities, but I will try and find a copy of an

4

agreement.

5

he wasn't familiar with this, so I'll see if I can

6

find a copy of another agreement and then give that

7

to him and/or yourself so that we've got that on

8

file.

9

agreements where these kind of issues arise, that

I think Mr. Agaran had said before that

,

And then if we can collect on any of these

10

even though this is a settled claim, that we at

11

least try to collect.

12
13
14

CHAIR CARROLL:

It's never too late.

All right, Members, any further questions?

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

See over

15

here for Asplundh Tree Expert Company, $118,000, do

16

you have any information on that one?

17

MR. GATES:

I believe that is the - - it says "Expert," but

18

I believe that's the name of the company and that

19

money expended is for services of tree trimming.

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

MR. GATES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Strictly tree trimming.

Yeah, yeah.
Coming back to Maalaea Kai

23

Enterprise, I note that you mention about, you know,

24

grubbing, things like that, but actually what was

25

damaged in the harbor, other than the mud going into
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the harb or?

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

MR. GARNEAU:

Any of the boat s got dama ged?

Mr. Garn eau.
Coun cil Chai r.

Yes, in answ er to your

4

ques tion, Coun cilma n Pont anill a, again , it's my

5

reco llect ion, I did not have the file to refe r
to

6

today , but I belie ve there was runo ff mud and dust
,

7

you know , into the harb or and boat s were dama ged.

8

Ther e may have been some dama ge to othe r item s,
too,

9

that I'm not awar e of

10

that 's what happ ened .

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I

but it's my 'reco llect ion that

So you don' t know the exte nt of

the dama ges to the boat them selve s?

13

MR. GARNEAU:

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I don' t know .
I just cann ot -- you know ,

15

othe r than the engin es goin g, you know , what mud

16

caus ing dama ges on the boat , I get hard to grasp

17

that

~-

18

MR. GARNEAU:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

MR. GARNEAU:

grasp that infor mati on.
May I respo nd?
Mr. Garn eau.
Yeah , again , beca use these are settl emen ts,

21

I'm presu ming all that infor mati on was prese nted
to

22

coun sel prio r to the time this was settl ed, but
if ,

23

you do want me to find out the deta ils, I certa
inly

24

can do that, but I just don' t have that with me

25

today .
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Unless anyone here knows

2

anything about it?

3

request on my part on the damages that were done to

4

the boats.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

If not, yeah, just a written

Any further -- Mr. Kane.
Yeah, just a follow-up on that tree

7

trimming, Asplundh Tree Expert Company, why is it

8

under settlements and claims?

9

in this?

Was there a dispute

I mean from the response that was given

10

that it was payment for services rendered, was there

11

dispute on the payment and therefore a claim was

12

filed against the County?

13

regarding the $118,576, or is that --

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

16

MR. GATES:

If you can clarify that

Mr. Gates.
Yeah.

Yes, Councilman Kane, I don't believe that

17

there was any dispute.

This is the

you'll see

18

that next to tree trimming and next to Asplundh Tree

19

Expert Company there's a C1981, that's the contract

20

that they perform the services under, and my

21

understanding is that that is paid for by

22

our insurance company to -- for just to make sure

23

that, say, falling coconuts and things like that for

24

liability reasons.

25

contract to manage risk, if you will.

through

So it's an ongoing maintenance
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VICE-CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you for that clarification.

2

I was thinking how come we paying bills out of this

3

place?

Thank you.

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

5

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

Okay, thank you.

Any further questions?

Recommendation.
Since this was just informational, and

7

unless anybody has any reason to keep this open, the

8

Chair's recommendation is to file.

9

VICE-CHAIR KANE:

So moved.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

Second.

Been moved and seconded.
Any further discussion?

Discussion

12

Mr. Kane?

13

favor of the motion, signify by saying "aye."

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

VOTE: AYES:

17
18

19
20
21

22

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Opposed?
Chair Carroll, Vice-Chair Kane,
Councilmembers Hokama, Johnson, Mateo,
Molina and Pontanilla.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Nishiki and Tavares.
None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

CHAIR CARROLL:

FILE COMMUNICATIONS.

Motion carried unanimously.

23

motion was carried by eight members.

24

absent.

25

All those in

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Note that the
Mr. Nishiki is

Charmaine too.
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'CHAIR CARROLL:

And Ms. Tavares.

All right, Members, thank you so much.

2

We

3

have completed the agenda for today.

4

to thank the members and those that participated.

5

And those in our audience today, thank you for

6

joining us.

7

this meeting stands adjourned.

8

ADJOURN:

I would like

And if there's no further discussion,
(Gavel) .

3 : 38 p. m •

9

10
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1

2

STATE OF HAWAII

3

4

~.

CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervisioni that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and ,correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that

1

am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17
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